
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
VP program manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for VP program manager

Develop leaders who can drive the success of the program the individual
team members
Individual will cover a group of Priority Clients that are identified by both the
Business and Operations
Ensure that JPM’sOperational ranking with our clients becomes and remains
industry leading whilst providing educational ‘value add’ services such as
information on market development and direction, regulatory reform, and
vendor solutions
Conduct frequent Cross-Product service reviews with clients and internal ops
managers to identify improvement opportunities for both JPM and client
Serve as senior issue escalation point, internally and externally, for any issue
that requires senior focus to improve performance
Work with clients to recommend, and execute, changes to their operating
model that will increase STP rates and reduce breaks/exceptions
Partner with Middle Office and Operations to identify opportunities to
improve productivity and efficiency by influencing clients to modify their
operating environment or adhere to industry/market standards/technology
Identify areas where the OLM may partner with the Business to increase
revenue (Central Clearing, Prime Brokerage, Custody)
Actively manage/own components of the Client Agenda
Drive internal change to improve service performance, reduce errors, and
increase productivity for priority clients

Example of VP Program Manager Job Description
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Able to take initiative and drive projects to successful completion by
identifying risks/issue early and build mitigation plan to keep project on track
Proven ability managing teams with Global accountability and responsibility
Intermediate to advanced skills in Excel, PowerPoint and use of Microsoft
Project
Serve as the voice of the client and enable the strategic development of the
client servicing model across Markets and post-trade functions
JPM IB Operations to be recognized by Clients as best in class for Operations
relationship management
Client value-add initiatives successfully delivered process improvements,
training, cross-selling, regulatory updates


